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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper the notions Siegel normality and Shidlovskii irreducibility will be 
discussed. Being Siegel normal and being Shidlovskii irreducible are interesting 
properties of systems of ordinary linear differential equations, which arise in 
transcendental number theory. The aim of this article is to show how these 
properties can be characterized in terms of D-modules and the standard repre- 
sentation of the differential Galois group and how these characterizations can be 
used to verify Siegel normality or Shidlovskii irreducibility in some concrete 
practical examples. 
The notion Siegel normality has been studied by F. Beukers, W.D. Brownawell 
and G. Heckman. Their important paper [BBH88] was the main source of in- 
spiration for the research concerning the notion Shidlovskii irreducibility which 
led to this paper. Some interesting remarks on the notion Shidlovskii irreduci- 
bility are made in Bertrands paper [Ber90]. 
The following theorem is a fundamental theorem in the branch of transcenden- 
tal number theory, which has been developed by CL. Siegel and A.B. Shidlovskii. 
The theorem was proved by the latter one in 1959 (see [Shi89], Chapter 3). 
Theorem 1.1. Consider the n x n system of linear difSerentia1 equations 
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where aij E c(z) for all i, j. Assume that: 
1. (fl(z),...,fn(z)) ’ is a solution of the system (A). 
2. The componentfunctionsfi (z), . , fn(z) are all E-functions. 
3. The component functions fi (z), . . ,fn( z are homogeneous algebraic inde- ) 
pendent over c(z). 
4. < is a nonzero algebraic number and 6 is not a pole of one of the aij’s. 
Then the numbersfi (0,. . , fn(<) are homogeneous algebraic independent over Q. 
There exists also a more quantitative version of this theorem, namely if one 
adds the assumption that system (A) is homogeneous algebraic Siegel normal or 
that system (A) is homogeneous algebraic Shidlovskii irreducible, then one may 
conclude that the numbers fl ([), . . . , fn(E) are homogeneous algebraic inde- 
pendent with an effective measure of homogeneous algebraic independence. So 
this quantitative version of Shidlovskii’s fundamental theorem motivates the 
study of Siegel’s normality criterion and Shidlovskii’s weaker irreducibility cri- 
terion. 
The paper is organized in the following manner. In Section 2 some notation will 
be fixed and some basic facts from D-modules and differential Galois theory will 
be recalled. Section 3 contains a summary of the results of Beukers, Brownawell 
and Heckman. In Section 4 the results concerning the notion Shidlovskii irre- 
ducibility will be discussed. Some nice examples will be given in Section 5. 
Finally I wish to thank M. van der Put for his advice and interest. And I also 
would like to express my gratitude to F. Beukers, who called my attention to the 
book [Shi89] and gave me some ideas. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Definition 2.1. A differential field (K, 6) is a field K equipped with a derivation 
S : K -+ K. That is 6(a + b) = Sa + 66 and S(ab) = 6(a) b + a6(b). The field of 
constants of K is C = C, = {c E K ) 6c = 0). 
From now on we will assume that char K = char C = 0 and that C is alge- 
braically closed. For the purposes mentioned in the introduction one should take 
K = c(z), C = C and S = d/dz. 
Definition 2.2. Let M > K and L > K be differential fields. A field isomorphism 
4 : L -+ M is a differential K-isomorphism, if 4(a) = a for all a E K and q5(6a) = 
@(a) for all a E L. If M = L then 4 is a differential K-automorphism. 
Consider the system of linear differential equations (A) : Sy = Ay, where A is a 
n x n-matrix with coefficients in K. 
Definition 2.3. Differential field (L, 6 ‘) is called a Picard-Vessiot extension of K 
associated with (A) if 
1. L>Kand6L/~=S. 
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2. et = CK = c. 
3. (A) has n linear independent solutions over C in L”. 
4. L is minimal with respect to the conditions 1,2 and 3 or equivalently if U = 
C"ij)i,j= l,...,n E L n x n is a fundamental matrix of the system (A) then L = 
~(Wl,...,hI). 
Theorem 2.4. For every system of linear difSerentia1 equations (A) there exists a 
Picard-Vessiot extension L and this extension is unique up to dtxerential K-iso- 
morphism. 
Definition 2.5. The differential Galois group DGal(L/K) is the group consisting 
of all the differential K-automorphisms of L. 
If U E L” x ’ is a fundamental matrix of system (A) and c E DGal(L/K), then 
it’s obvious that also a(U) is a fundamental matrix of system (A). Hence 
where T, E Gl(n, C). So the elements of the differential Galois group act as C- 
linear maps on the space of solutions V = {cl u1 + . . + cl u, 1 cl,. . , c, E C}. 
(Ui = (uli, . . , uni)t E L”.) But even a stronger statement holds. 
Theorem 2.6. DGal(L/K) is a linear algebraic group over the$eld of constants C 
and 
dime DGal(L/K) = degtrK L = degtrK(uii, ,unn). 
(By deg tr we mean degree of transcendence.) Further the Galois correspond- 
ence is of importance. 
Theorem 2.7. Suppose G = DGal(L/K). Then the following statements hold: 
1. (V’a E G : o(a) = a) + a E K. 
2. Zf H is an algebraic subgroup of Gsuch that K = {a E L ( Vu E H : o(a) = a} 
then H = G. 
3. There is a l-l correspondence between algebraic subgroups H and dtfherential 
subfields M. 
H = DGal(L/M) w M = {a E L 1 Vcr E H : o(a) = a}. 
4. Under this correspondence normal subgroups H C G correspond to Picard- 
Vessiot extensions M > K and vice versa. And then we have 
DGal(M/K) = G/H. 
The first proofs of the last two theorems and the existence and unicity up to 
differential K-isomorphism of the Picard-Vessiot extension were given by 
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E.R. Kolchin. (See [Kol73], and [Lev90].) For more information about differ- 
ential Galois theory we refer to [Kap57] and [Sin89]. 
Let D = K(a) be a skew polynomial ring consisting of all expressions 
Cf=oaia’with aiEK for i= l,... ,n. The multiplication in D is completely 
fixed by the relation da = ad + 6a if a E K. To a system of linear differential 
equations (A) : Sy = Ay with A E K” xn we associate a left D-module M = K” 
(In the sequel we mean by D-module M a left D-module M with dimK M < co.) 
in the following manner. If m E M then we define 
Conversely it’s possible to associate a system of linear differential equations to a 
D-module M with a fixed K-base E = {el, . . , e,} in a natural way. Namely if 
E = {el, . . , e,} is a K-base of D-module M then there exist aij E K such that 
&i= -~~=i~ijej forj= l,..., n. Let A= (Uij)i,j,l,,,,, n. If m==Cr=lmiei E 
M then a(m) = x1= 1 b(mi) ei - C:=, CJn= 1 aij mi ej. Hence 
describes d in coordinates. Now the system (A) corresponding to the matrix A is 
the system of linear differential equations associated to D-module M with fixed 
K-base E. Let (A) be a system of linear differential equations associated to the 
same D-module with an other fixed K-base ,6 = {Zi , . . . , 2,) and let 2 E K” ” be 
the corresponding matrix. Suppose Zi = cy=, tij ej for i = 1, . , n, where tij E K 
for all i, j. Then the matrix T = (tij)i,j= 1, ,,, n E K” ’ n is invertible and we have 
the following relation. 
;i = TAT-’ + S(T)T-‘. 
The systems (A) and (A) corresponding to the matrices A and 2 are defined to be 
equivalent if the above relation holds for a certain invertible matrix T E K” “. 
In that case if U E L” xn is a fundamental matrix of (A) then TU E L” ” is a 
fundamental matrix of the system (A). Now it’s obvious that the solution spaces 
v’, v of the systems (A), (A) are equivalent as representation spaces of the dif- 
ferential Galois group DGal(L/K). And it is also clear that two Picard-Vessiot 
extensions L, I!. associated with two equivalent systems (A), (A) are differential 
K-isomorphic. Hence it is allowed to write DGal(M) instead of DGal(L/K) if L 
is a Picard-Vessiot extension associated with D-module M. 
Recapitulating, we can view systems of linear differential equations as D- 
modules with a fixed K-base and D-modules as an equivalence class of systems 
of linear differential equations. We have introduced D-modules, because we pre- 
fer to study some properties of systems of linear differential equations K-base 
independently. 
Let L = LM be a Picard-Vessiot extension associated with the D-module M. 
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Then L gK M becomes a L(a)-module if we define a(a 63~) = SL(a) @m+ 
a 8 a(m). Then V = VM = ker(d, L @lK M) is the vectorspace of solutions on 
which the differential Galois group G = DGal(M) = DGal(L/K) faithfully 
acts. We note that L @c I/ = L @lK M, because if the elements vi, . . , u, E V are 
linear independent over C, then it is not difficult to demonstrate that they are 
also linear independent over L. The differential Galois group acts on LM @C V 
by o(a @ w) = o(a) @ o(u) if 0 E G. By taking the G-invariant elements of 
LM @c V we recover M, i.e. A4 = (L,,,, @C V)G. Moreover there is a l-l corre- 
spondence between D-submodules fi C A4 and G-stable subspaces p C I’. 
Because of this correspondence it’s possible to replace M, N, D-(sub)modules 
and K by V, W, G-stable (sub)spaces in the next definitions and lemma’s of this 
section. We denote M P N if M and N are isomorphic as D-modules and 
V P W if I’ and W are equivalent as representation spaces of G. 
Definition 2.8. D-module A4 is simple if there is no D-submodule &l such that 
(0) c A2 c M. 
(In this paper we use the symbol c exclusively to denote a strict inclusion.) 
Definition 2.9. D-module M is undecomposable if there exist no D-submodules 
Mi , A42 such that { 0} c Ml, A42 c A4 and A4 = Mi $ M2. 
The next two classical lemmas will be used in this paper. Sometimes even ta- 
citly! 
Lemma 2.10 (Krull-Schmidt). Let M be a D-module, M = @f= 1 Mi and M = 
@i = , ilj, where the Mi and the Gj are nontrivial undecomposable D-submodules. 
Then k = 1 and there is a permutation r E Sk such that Mi N &f+) for i = 
1 >..., k. 
If N, M are D-modules and N c M, then there exists a sequence of D-modules 
N = NO c N1 c . . . C Nk = M such that Ni/Ni_ 1 is a simple D-module for i = 
1, . , k. Such a sequence is called a Jordan-Holder sequence from N to M. 
Lemma 2.11 (Jordan-Hijlder). Let M be a D-module and let (0) = MO c 
Ml C . . C kfk = M and (0) = &fo c fi1 C C I@, = M be Jordan-Hiilder 
sequences. Then I = k and there is a permutation n E Sk such that MiIMi_ 1 N 
fi,(,)/fi,(,) _ 1 for i = 1,. . , k. 
Definition 2.12. Let (0) = MO c Ml c c hfk = M be a Jordan-Holder se- 
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quence from (0) to M and let S be a simple D-module then we define 
multsM:=#{iE {l,...,k})M~/Mi_i ES}. 
The correctness of this definition is an immediate consequence of the Jordan- 
Holder lemma. 
Suppose M is a D-module. Let M* denote its dual space, that is the vector- 
space consisting of all the K-linear maps I : A4 -+ K. It is possible to give M’ 
a D-module structure. Define (a*/)(m) = 6(Z(m)) - /(a(m)) for all m E A4 if 
IEM*. 
Definition 2.13. D-modules A4 and fi are cogredient if there exists a one-di- 
mensional D-module N such that A4 21 N 8~ &! and they are contragredient if 
there exists a one-dimensional D-module N such that M N N @K &f *. 
3. SIEGEL NORMALITY 
This section contains a brief description of the results concerning Siegel nor- 
mality in [BBHM]. 
The definition of the notion of Siegel normality is rather subtle. Consider 
the square matrix A := (alj)i,j= i,.,,,, E K”‘“. Sometimes the matrix A = 
(aij)i,j= i, ,,,,n splits into r submatrices 
At=(LZij)i,j=1,,,,, n,, t=l,..., r, nl+...+&=n. 
That is the square submatrices A, are located along the main diagonal of A and 
all of the entries outside these submatrices are zero: 
A= 
Al 0 ... 0 
0 A2 ... 0 
. . 
(j 0 ..: A, 
We denote by (A) the system of differential equations which corresponds to the 
matrix A. 
Definition 3.1. System (A) is called linear Siegel normal if for any solution 
f = (fi, . . . ,f,)’ of (A), fi = (51,. . ,_j&)’ and any pi E Kq the relation 
p,f~+~~~+prf,=Oimpliesforeachi=1,...,rthateitherpi=Oorf~=0. 
If f = (fl, . . . , fr)’ is a solution of system (A) then we let f’l,...,‘r denote a 
NI,, ,.., l,-tuple consisting of all the N/, , .._, 1, monomials 
fii” . . @;I f/F . . .j$z . ..j-$...fh. 
in the component functions of the solution f = (fl , . . . , f,)’ with x2= 1 jik = Zi for 
i = 1, . . , r. (The order of components in this Nj, , ,,,, I,-tuple doesn’t matter.) 
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Definition 3.2. System (A) is called homogeneous algebraic Siegel normal if for 
any N > 1 and any solution f = (fl, . . , fF)’ of (A) and any pI,, ,,,, [, E K Nfl, 1, 
c p,, ,,,,, 1, f”,.-” = 0 
I, + + I, = N 
implies for all r-tuples II,. . , 1, with Ir + . + 1, = N that either pr ,,,,,, jr = 0 or 
f” > . ..> L = 0. 
These definitions can be translated easily into terms of D-modules. 
Definition 3.3. Let E = {el, , e,} be a K-base of the D-module M. Say A4 = 
@I=, Mi, where the Mi are D-submodules with Mi = span,(E,), Ei C E. We 
assume that r is taken as large as possible. Now M is called linear Siegel normal 
with respect to this K-base E if for all ‘u E V = ker(6, L @‘K M), say u= 
Ci=, vi E V with vi E L gK Mi for i = 1,. , r and for all K-linear maps 
I : A4 + K extended as L-linear map (L @K M) + L (i.e. I E (L @1~ M*)‘) we 
have Z(w) = 0 implies for all i: vi = 0 or l(Ei) = (0). 
Definition 3.4. Let E = {el , , e,} be a K-base of the D-module M. Then M is 
called homogeneous algebraic Siegel normal with respect to the K-base E if S’M 
(t-th symmetric tensor power) is linear Siegel normal with respect to the K-base 
SfE={e:‘~,e:2~,...~,e~ItiEN~o,Cr=,ti=t}foreacht> 1. 
Unfortunately being Siegel normal is a property, which is not invariant under 
base transformations, therefore the following base independent definition is 
added. 
Definition 3.5. D-module A4 is called linear (homogeneous algebraic resp.) 
Siegel normal if there exists a K-base E of A4 such that A4 is linear (homo- 
geneous algebraic resp.) Siegel normal with respect to this K-base E. 
Theorem 3.6. Let M be a D-module. Then thefollowing statements are equivalent: 
I. M is linear Siegel normal. 
2. The D-submodules Mi are simple for i = 1,. , r and Mi 74 Mj if i # j. 
3. The G-stable subspaces Vi = ker(d, L @K Mi) are simple for i = 1, . , r and 
Vi+ Fifi#j. 
Proof. The equivalence 2 ti 3 is an immediate consequence of the l-1 corre- 
spondence between D-submodules fi c M and G-stable subspaces v c V. A 
proof of 1 @ 2 will be given. 
1 + 2. Suppose Mi is not simple, then there exists a D-submodule Mi with 
(0) c Mi c Mi. Let I be a K-linear map M --+ K with fij = ker(Z). Extend 1 as 
L-linear map L @K M + L. Let Pi = ker(8, L @K Mi) and let Vi E v,\(O). Then 
one has I(fii) = 0, Vi # 0 and l(Mi) # 0. Hence M is not linear Siegel normal if 
Mi is not simple. 
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Suppose A4i 2 A4i. Then there exists a K-linear map 4 : Mi --+ Mj such that 
Vq E D : 4(q. mi) = q. 4(mi). Extend 4 as L-linear map L 8’~ Mi + L @K Mj. 
Let 1, be a K-linear map A4 + K extended as L-linear map L @K A4 -+ L such 
that Ii = (0) if k # i and li(Ui) # 0 f or a Vi E Vi. Let vj = a. Define 
IJ = li o C#I and 1 = 1, - 4. Then I(v, + vi) = 0, ~i # 0, Uj # 0, I(Mi) # (0) and 
l(Mj) # (0). Hence M is not linear Siegel normal if Mi N Mj and i # j. 
2 + 1. Let 1 : A4 + K be a K-linear map. Extend 1 as a L-linear map 
(L@KM)=(L@cV) + L and define W = {w E V 1 l(v) = O}. Clearly, W is a 
G-stable subspace of V. Consider also the corresponding D-submodule N = 
(L @c W)G. N = ei,t Mi with I C { 1,. . . , r}, because the D-modules Mi are 
simple for i = 1,. . , r and Mi 24 A4j if i # j. Of course I(N) = (0) and also 
I(M,) = (0) for i E I. Suppose ‘U E I’, u = Ci=i vi with vi E Vi = 
ker(S, L @K Mi) for i = 1,. . . , r. If I(w) = 0 then we have ui = 0 for i E 
{ 1,. . , k}\Z and I(Mi) = 0 for i E I. Hence M is linear Siegel normal if the Mi 
are simple and mutual non-equivalent. 0 
The main results in [BBH88] are the next two theorems. 
Theorem 3.7. Let M be a D-module. Suppose dimK A4 = n > 2. Further let G = 
DGal(A4). Then the following statements are equivalent: 
1. A4 is simple and homogeneous algebraic Siegel normal. 
2. G contains Sl(n, C) or Sp(n, C). 
Theorem 3.8. Let A4 be a D-module and let G = DGal(M). Then the following 
statements are equivalent: 
I. M is homogeneous algebraic Siegel normal. 
2. M= (@;=I M;) CB (@JI=, Nj), w h ere the Mi are non-cogredient and non- 
contragredient simple linear Siegel normal D-modules with dimK Mi > 2 and the 
Nj are one-dimensional D-modules satisfying the following condition: 
Sk’ N1 B ” ’ B SksNs ‘V Ntriv 
implies either kl , . . . , k, = 0 or xi=, ki # 0. (Here Ntriv denotes the trivial D- 
module, i.e. N = Ke with de = 0, and tfk E Us _ 1 then SkN denotes the D-module 
SkN*.) 
4. SHIDLOVSKII IRREDUCIBILITY 
Consider the n x n system of linear differential equations 
where aij E K for all i, j. 
Definition 4.1. System (A) is called linear Shidlovskii irreducible if for any solu- 
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tionf=(fi,...,~~)‘of(A)andanypiEKtherelationplf,+...+p,f,=O 
implies for each i = 1,. , n that either pi = 0 or fi = 0. In other words system 
(A) is linear Shidlovskii irreducible if the nonzero components of every solution 
f= (fi,...,fnY are linear independent over K. 
Definition 4.2. System (A) is called homogeneous algebraic Shidlovskii irre- 
ducible if the nonzero components of any solution are homogeneous algebraic 
independent over K. 
Compare these definitions of Shidlovskii irreducibility with the corresponding 
definitions of Siegel normality. It is immediately clear that being linear (homo- 
geneous algebraic resp.) Shidlovskii irreducible is a weaker property of systems 
of linear differential equations than being linear (homogeneous algebraic resp.) 
Siegel normal. 
Translating above definitions into terms of D-modules we get: 
Definition 4.3. Let E = {el , , e,} be a K-base of the D-module M. M is called 
linear Shidlovskii irreducible with respect to the K-base E if for all K-linear 
maps 1 : M - K extended as L-linear map L @K M + L (i.e. 1 E (L @‘K II~*)~) 
and all v = EYE i ui ei E I’ = ker(d, L @K M) we have l(v) = 0 + ‘di : vi = 0 or 
/(ej) = 0. 
Definition 4.4. Let E = {el , . , e,} be a K-base of the D-module M. Then A4 is 
called homogeneous algebraic Shidlovskii irreducible with respect to the K-base 
E if S’M is linear Shidlovskii irreducible with respect to the K-base S ‘E for each 
t> 1. 
And now the base independent definition: 
Definition 4.5. M is called linear (homogeneous algebraic resp.) Shidlovskii ir- 
reducible if there exists a K-base E such that A4 is linear (homogeneous alge- 
braic resp.) Shidlovskii irreducible with respect to this K-base E. 
Theorem 4.6. Let M he a D-module. Equivalent statements are: 
1. A4 is linear Shidlovskii irreducible. 
2. A4 has a K-base E = {el, . , e,} such that for every D-submodule N C M 
there exists a subset En C E such that N = span, En. 
3. There are only finitely many D-submodules N C M. 
4. V has a C-base F = {fi, . , fn} such that for every G-stable subspace 
W C V there exists a subset FJJI C: F such that W = span, Fw. 
5. There are only finitely many G-stable subspaces W C V. 
Proof. The equivalence 3 w 5 can be proved easily by the l-l correspondence 
between D-submodules k C M and G-stable subspaces p C V. The proofs of 
2 H 3 and 4 w 5 are completely analogous. A proof of 1 w 2 H 3 will be given. 
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1 + 2. Assume that D-module M is linear Shidlovskii irreducible with re- 
spect to the K-base E = {el, . , e,}. Suppose further that u = x7= 1 vi ei E V 
and E(w) = {ei E E 1 vi # 0). W e associate to TJ a D-submodule M(v) which is 
the smallest D-submodule of M such that L @K M(v) contains ‘u. We note that 
M(v) = (L 8~ span&G. u))~. 
Consider a K-linear map I : A4 + K extended as L-linear map L @K M = 
L & V + L. Clearly, l(v) = 0 + Z(L 63~ span&G. u)) = (0). So we get: 
[(M(v)) = (0) @ I(v) = 0 e Ve, TV l(ei) = 0 M Z(span, E(v)) = 0. 
The second equivalence holds because M is linear Shidlovskii irreducible with 
respect to the K-base E. Hence M(U) = span, E(w) for all ‘u E V. Further if N C 
M is a D-submodule then N = M(vi) + . . + M(v,) for certain vi,. . . , w, E V. 
From this we get that E = {el, . , e,} is a K-base of M such that for each D- 
submodule N we have N = span, EN for a subset EN C E. 
2+ 1. WeassumethatE={ei,... , e,} is a K-base of A4 which satisfies the 
property of statement 2. For each w E V let M(v) = (L @C spanc(G u))~. By 
assumption there exists a subset E(w) C E such that M(w) = span, E(w). If w = 
x1= 1 vi ei then ‘di : ei E E\E( ) w +wi=OandifIisaK-linearmapI:M+K 
extended as L-linear map L @K M -+ L then we have 
I(V) = 0 + /(M(U)) = 0 + l(ei) = 0 if ei E E(U). 
Hence M is linear Shidlovskii irreducible. 
2 + 3. Trivial. 
3 + 2. Define N = {N 1 N C M is a D-submodule}. Successively will be 
proved: 
(A) For any N, fi, Q E N with N > Q and fi > Q we have: N = N if and only 
if mults(N/Q) = mults(l\r/Q) for all simple D-modules S. 
(B) (N, +, pi) is a finite distributive lattice. 
(C) There exists a K-base E = {el, . . . , e,} of M such that for all N E N we 
have N = span, E,,, where EN C E. 
(A) (+) Trivial. (+) We will prove this by induction with respect to the 
length k of the Jordan-Holder sequence from Q to N. If k = 0 there is 
nothing left to prove. Assume the statement holds for k = I - 1. Let Q = 
No c N, c . c N, = N and Q = fia c mi c . . . c Ri = 8 be two Jordan- 
Holder sequences from Q to N respectively from Q to &‘. Let q be minimal 
with respect to the condition that Eq/hiq_ i = Ni/Ns. The existence of such 
a q is evident because multN,lN,,(N/Q) = mdtN,,No(N/Q) > 1. From the 
Jordan-HGlder lemma we get fi4 _ 1 + N1 3 &, ~ 1, because m&N, j& (B, _ i/Q) = 
0 < 1 = multN,/& ((&,_i + Ni)/Q). So fiq-i+ Ni = fi4 because the finiteness 
of the number of submodules of M implies that any quotient of M cannot con- 
tain two copies of the same submodule. Hence N > Ni, &’ 2 Ni and for all sim- 
ple D-modules we have mults(N/Nt) = mults(fi/Ni). Now we can apply the 
induction hypothesis and conclude N = fl. 
(B) We have to prove the distributivity of the lattice N. First we will prove 
mults(N + &) = max(mults N, mults N) 
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if S is a simple D-module and N, fi E N. We will prove mults(N + #) = 
max(multsN,mults fi) by induction with respect to the length h of the 
Jordan-Holder sequences from {0} to N. If h = 0 everything is clear. Assume the 
statement holds for h = k - 1. Let (0) = No c Ni c . . c Nk = N be a 
Jordan-Holder sequence from (0) to N. As a consequence of the proof of 
statement (A) we have Ni C fi if multN, i? > 1. Hence 
mults(N + fi) 
= mults(N + (N + Ni)) 
= mults(N/Ni + (fi + Ni)/Ni) + SSN, 
= max(mults N/N,, mults(fi + Ni)/Ni) + Ss,v, 
= max(mults N, mults(N + Ni)) 
= max(mult,v N, mult,v, N), 
whereSsNl =OifS$Niand&,v, =lifS~Ni. 
The proof of mults(N n a) = min(mults N, mults 3) for each simple D- 
module S and any N, i%’ E N is dual analogous. (In that case Jordan-Holder 
sequences from N to A4 and from fi to M have to be considered.) 
Let N, &, fi E N. Then we have for each simple D-module S 
mults N n (fi + fi) 
= min(mults N, mults(i% + fi)) 
= min(mults N, max(mults &‘, ords &)) 
= max(min(mults N, mults fi), min(mults N, mults fi)) 
= max(mults(N n i?),mults(N n a)) 
= mults((N n #) + (N n fi)). 
Now we get as a consequence from (A) that VN, fi, k E N : N n (3 + fi) = 
(N n &) + (N n fi). In the same way it is possible to demonstrate that 
~‘N,~,~~N:N+((Nn~)=(N+~)n(N+~).Hence(N,+,n)isafinite 
distributive lattice. 
(C) Suppose N = {MO, Ml, . . , , M,} where Mi c Mj + i < j. Thus in parti- 
cular MO = (0) and MS = M. For any i E (0,. . ,s} a set Ei satisfying the next 
two conditions will be constructed. 
(i) Ei is a K-base of D-module xi0 Mj. 
(ii) Vj E (0,. . . , i} : Mj := span,(EM,) with EM, C Ei. 
Define EO := 0. Of course Eo satisfies the above conditions. Suppose i 2 1. 
Now we assume that for all j E (0, . , i - 1) a set Ej satisfying the conditions (i) 
and (ii) has been constructed. If Mi = Mk + Ml with 0 < k, I < i, then define 
Ei := E, _ 1. Obviously, Ei satisfies the conditions (i) and (ii) if Ei_ 1 satisfies these 
conditions. If Mi # MI + Mk for all k, 1 with 0 < k, 1 < i, then there exists a 
unique h E (0,. . , i} such that Mh c Mi and Mi/M/, is a simple D-module. 
Suppose that EM, = EMU U Ei (disjunct union) is a K-base of Mi, where 
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E,+th C Et_ 1 is a K-base of MA. Define Ei := Ei_ 1 U Ei. Of course Et satisfies 
condition (ii). Now we assume that Ei doesn’t satisfy condition (i) and derive a 
contradiction. In any case we have span, Ei = Cj=, Mj. If the elements of Ei 
satisfy a linear dependence relation over K then there must be a rn E 
(span, Ei_ 1 n span, E,)\(O). In other words 0 # m E (xi._: Mj) n Mi. But m @ 
span, EM* n span, &. SO Mh C (cl:; Mj) n Mi. If c:zi (Mj n Mt) = Mi then 
C;.lL Mj > Mi an d so there exists k, 1 : 0 < k < I < i such that Mi = Mk + Mt 
(It is possible to choose Mk and Mt in such a way that Mi/Mk and Mi/Mt are 
simple D-modules.), but this is contradictory to an earlier assumption. Sum- 
marizing: if condition (i) is not fulfilled then we have 
hfh c 
i-l 
n Mt = (distributivity!) c (Mj tl Mi) C Mi, 
j=O 
contradicting that Mi/Mh is a simple D-module. Now we have obtained the de- 
sired contradiction and thus Ei satisfies condition (i). We conclude that it is 
possible to construct successively sets Et satisfying conditions (i) and (ii). Hence 
the set E = E, constructed this way is a K-base of M, which has the required 
property that VN E N : N = span, En with En C E. This finishes the proof of 
the theorem. q 
Theorem 4.7. Let M be a D-module. Equivalent statements are: 
1. M is homogeneous algebraic Shidlovskii irreducible. 
2. MhasaK-baseE=(el,... , e,) such that for all t > 1 andfor each D-mod- 
ule N C: S’M there exists a subset En C S’E such that N = span, EN. 
3. The vectorspace of solutions V has a C-base F = { fi , , fn} such that for all 
t > 1 and for each G-stable subspace W C S’V there exists a subset Fw C S’F 
such that W = spanc Fw. 
Theorem 4.8. Let E = { el , . . . , e,) be a K-base of D-module M. Let 11, . , I,, be K- 
linear maps M + K, extended as L-linear maps L @K M + L, such that li(ej) = 
6, for i, j = 1,. , n. Then we have: 
1. Thefollowing statements are equivalent: 
(a) M is linear Shidlovskii irreducible with respect to the K-base E. 
(b) The vectorspace of solutions V has a C-base F = { fi, . . , fn} such that: 
(i) for every G-stable subspace W C V there exists a subset Fw C F 
such that W = spanc(Fw). 
(ii) for every G-stable subspace W C V, we have f; E W, fj $! W + 
b(h) = 0. 
2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) M is homogeneous algebraic Shidlovskii irreducible with respect to the K- 
base E. 
(b) The vectorspace of solutions V has a C-base F = { fi, . . . , fn} such that: 
(i) for all t > 1 for every G-stable subspace W C S’V there exists a 
subset Fw C S’F such that W = span&F,,,). 
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(ii) for every G-stable subspace W C V, we have h E W, f, @ W + 
lj(fi) = 0. 
Proof. We will prove only statement 1. (a) + (b). Because of the l-l corre- 
spondence between G-stable subspaces W c V and D-modules N c M we can 
choose and number fi, f2, . , fn in such a way that together with condition (i) 
the following condition is satisfied: VZ c { 1,. , n} : span,{ei}i,, c M is a D- 
module e spanc{f;}i,l is a G-stable subspace. Let W c V be a G-stable sub- 
space, then there exists a D-module N such that W = ker(d, L @k N). Suppose 
N = spanli{e,JiEl with Zc{l,...,n}.Then W=spanc{&}j,l. Ifj@Z then 
/j(N) = 0 and thus also I,(L @K N) = 0 and b(W) = 0. From this we get b(f;) = 
OifiEZandj@I. 
(b) + (a). We assume that V has a C-base F = {f,, . , fn}, which satisfies 
the conditions (i) and (ii). Let w E V and suppose that span&G. u) = 
vMhhEl,,. Let 1 be a K-linear map M -+ K, extended as L-linear map 
L @k M + L such that I(U) = 0. From (ii) we get I = 0 if j $ I,,. Consider 
M(v) = (L@c span&G. u))~. M(v) is #I,,-dimensional and lj(M(U)) = 0 if 
j $! I,:. So M(w) = span,{ei}iE1, and I(M(u)) = 0 + l(ei) = 0 for i E I,. We 
conclude that M is linear Shidlovskii irredicuble with respect to the K-base E = 
{el,. , e,}, because b(w) = 0 ifj @ I, and I(ei) = 0 if i E I,,. q 
It is possible to formulate a theorem analogous to Theorem 4.8 for Siegel 
normality. 
Theorem 4.9. Let M be a D-module and let (0) = MO c Ml c . t c M, = M be 
a JordanHolder sequence. Then we have: 
1. @:= 1 Mi/Mi- 1 is linear Siegel normal =+ M is linear Shidlovskii irreducible. 
2. @I= I Mi/Mi- 1 is homogeneous algebraic Siegel normal + M is homo- 
geneous algebraic Shidlovskii irreducible. 
Proof. 1. Suppose M is not linear Shidlovskii irreducible then it is not difficult 
to show that there exists a quotient of M which contains two copies of the same 
simple submodule. Hence the graded module $:= 1 Mt/Mi_ 1 must contain two 
copies of the same simple submodule. But then @T=, Mi/‘M, _ 1 is not linear 
Siegel normal because of Theorem 3.6. 
2. Suppose @F= 1 Mi/‘Mi- 1 is homogeneous algebraic Siegel normal. Let 
ti E N for i = 1,. . , r. Then according to Lemma 2.1 in [BBH88] D-module 
S f ,,..., t, = S”(M,/M~)~...~S”(M,/M,_I) is simple and further S,,, ..,(, $ 
si,3.. ,i, if CI=, ti = Ci=, ?i and (tl, . , tl) # (21, . , Tr). Obviously if S is a 
simple D-module then mults S’(@i=, Mi/Mt_ 1) = mults S’M for all t E N?o. 
Hence S’M is homogeneous algebraic Shidlovskii irreducible because 
S’(@j=tMl/MiP~) =@~t,=t St, ,..., t,. 0 
We wish to remark that the converse of this theorem does not hold. For in- 
stance consider the @(z)(d)-module M = C(z) el + C(z) e2, with aei = 0 and 
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6%~ = (1 /z) ei and its submodule Mi = C(z) ei. It is not difficult to verify that A4 
is linear and homogeneous algebraic Shidlovskii irreducible, but Mi $ M/Ml is 
neither linear nor homogeneous algebraic Siegel normal. 
5. EXAMPLES 
In this section the results of the previous sections will be applied to get some 
concrete examples of systems of linear differential equations which are homo- 
geneous algebraic Shidlovskii irreducible but which are not homogeneous alge- 
braic Siegel normal. We restrict ourselves to systems of linear differential equa- 
tions on which Shidlovskii’s fundamental theorem is applicable (see Section 1). 
Let O<p<q, ,LLI ,..., ~,EC and Xi ,..., X,E@\Zso.Then we define the 
generalized hypergeometric function 
4h ,..., &&XI ,...> x,(z) = 
O” (P1),-(PpLp)* z (q-P)n c 
( 1 n=O (h);..(&), 9-P ’ 
where (cx:)~ = 1 and (o)~ = a(cr + 1) . . . (a + n - 1). The function 4fi ,,..., pp;~ ,,..., A, 
satisfies the q-th order differential equation 
(t) 
( 
fi (f3 + r(Xi - 1)) - zr fi (0 + rpj) y = rq(X1 - 1). (A, - l), 
r=l i=l > 
wherer=q-pande=z~.(See[Shi89],Chapter5,§1.)If~*,...,~~,Eand 
XI, . . , A, E Q\Z~O then &,, . . . . cLp; A,, . . . . A,, is an E-function. 
First we consider the special case p = 0 and q = 1. Suppose X E C\Z<o then 




Theorem 5.1. Let X E Q\Z+ Suppose [ is a nonzero algebraic number. Then 
$A([) is a transcendental number with an effective measure of transcendence. 
Proof. Consider the system of linear differential equations 
Let $x(z) = zlpXe”.Then 0 = ($ y) is a fundamental matrix of the system (A). 
Let L = C(Z)($JA). Then L is a Picard-Vessiot extension of C(z) associated with 
the system (A). If o E DGal(L/C(z)) then a( 0) = ii. (“!I y) where x is an 
character of the differential Galois group. For all m 2 1 we have xM # 1 because 
$JT @ C(z). Hence the system (A) is homogeneous algebraic Siegel normal as a 
consequence of Theorem 3.8 and so the system of linear differential equations 
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is homogeneous algebraic Shidlovskii irreducible because of Theorem 4.9. Fur- 
ther (4~~ 1)’ is a solution of the system (2) consisting of nonzero E-functions. 
Hence the numbers 4~ (E) , 1 are homogeneous algebraic independent with an ef- 
fective measure of homogeneous algebraic independence and so 4x(<) is trans- 
cendental with an effective measure of transcendence. q 
Theorem 5.2. Let ~1,. , pp E Q, XI,. . . , A, E C?\Z, 0 5 p < q. Suppose that 
q > 2 and that at least one of the following conditions holds. 
1. Xi - pj # Z for 1 5 i 5 p, 1 5 j 5 q and the szwzs Xi + Xj (1 5 i < j 5 q) 
are all distinct modulo Z. 
2. p = 0, q = 2 or q is odd and there is not a permutation r E S, and a divisor 
d> lofqsuchthatXi=X,~~~+l/d(modZ)firi=l,...,q. 
Let [ be a nonzero algebraic number. Then the numbers 
are algebraic independent with an effective measure of algebraic independence. 
Proof. Consider the homogeneous linear differential equation 
( 
fi (19 + r(Xj - 1)) - Zr fi (0 + rl_“i) 
1 
y = 0. 
i=l i=l 
The q x q system corresponding to this differential equation is simple and 
homogeneous algebraic Siegel normal. For a proof of this statement we refer to 
Proposition 4.4 and the proof of Theorem 4.5 in [BBH88]. Hence the (q + 1)x 
(q + 1) system of differential equations corresponding to (t) is homogeneous al- 
gebraic Shidlovskii irreducible. And so the numbers 
are algebraic independent with an effective measure of algebraic independence. 
0 
Let X, p E C\&i. Then we define the function 
(-1)” z 2n 
Kh.il(z)=ngs (X+l),(p+l), 2 ’ 0 
which satisfies the non-homogeneous second order differential equation 
It is useful to define also the function &+l(z) = Kx,~([z), if X, ,u E @\Z<_i and 
c E C. If X, ,U E Q\Z,_i and < is an algebraic number then K~+E is an E-func- 
tion. (See [Shi89], Chapter 5, $1.) The function KA+;~ satisfies the equation 
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Lemma 5.3. Consider the corresponding homogeneous dt&entiul equation 
(t) y”+2A+;p+ 1 y’+ (<I+%) y=o. 
Let G be the dtjerential Galois group over a=( z associated with this dtflerential ) 
equation. If X - p + i +Z  and 6 # 0 then G contains Sl(2, @). 
Proof. Let C(z) be the algebraic closure of C(z). We will prove that G = 
DGal((t), C(z)) P Sl(2, C). Hence G contains Sl(2, C). 
After transforming the differential equation by the substitution x = zx+py we 
get a new equation 
(i-1 Xf/+iXl+ i’_kd),=o. Z ( 
The differential equations (t) and (3) are equivalent over C(z). It is known that 
under the conditions of this lemma DGal(($),@(z)) P Sl(2,C). (See [Kol68].) 
Sl(2,C) is connected and [DGal(($),C(z)) : DGal(($),C(z))] < CO. Hence 




4&F = _$Y%/ z -2x-2p-I . 
> 
Then the 2 x 2 system of linear differential equations (Ax+;{) : y’ = Ax+;< y is 
the system corresponding to the second order linear differential equation (t). 
Lemma 5.4. Consider the systems of linear dtjkrential equations (Ax, ,rLliE,) and 
(A x~,~~;~~). Suppose that Xi - pi + i 6 Z, i = 1,2 and [I, t$ # 0. Suppose further 
that the systems (Ax,,,,;c,) and (Ax~,~~:E~) are cogredient or contragredient. Then 
E: = Ei andeither (Xl - ,UI) + (X2 - /12) E Z or (Xl - ~1) - (X2 - 112) E Z. 
Proof. Let 
and 
be fundamental matrices of the systems (Ax,, p,; t, ) and (Ax,, ILz; cZ). Then 
3 5 dcg tr~:(,)(fi,f,l,gl,gir~,f~,g2,g~) 5 4, 
because the systems (AJ,,,~,;~, ) and (Ax~,~~;E~) are cogredient or contragredient 
and 
deg trc(z)(fl,fi’,gl,g,‘) = dim@ DGal((Ax,,,,,t,), C(Z)) = 3. 
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Let3 = z xl+fiif; andi, = zX~““‘gi, i = 1,2 and let 




It is easy to verify that V; is a fundamental matrix of the system of differential 
equations 
( 0 1 (BI) : Y’ = -6,’ (W:“‘2 y. _i 1 
According to [Kol68] degtr@(Z,(f,,f,‘,8,,g,‘,f;,f;‘,g2,~I) < 6 implies [f = <,’ 
and either (Xl - ~1) + (XZ - ~2) E 77 or (XI - ~1) - (XI - ,ULZ) E Z. 0 
Theorem 5.5. Suppose that X,, pi E Q\Zi-l, i = 1,. . . , n, n > 1, satisfy the condi- 
tionsXi - PLY + $ @ z,~nd(Xi, - pi,) + (Xl? - piz) @ z, (Xi, - pi,) - (Xi, - pi*) @ 
Z, iI,&= l,..., n: il # i2. Let [I, . > Em, m 2 1, be nonzero algebraic numbers 
such that [f # <f lfi # j. Then the 2mn numbers Kx,, p, (6)) KL,,PZ ([j), i = 1, . . . , n, 
j = 1, . . . , m, are algebraic independent with an effective measure of algebraic in- 
dependence. 
Proof. Consider the (2mn + 1) x (2mn + 1) system of linear differential equa- 
tions 
(2) : y' zzz 





0 . . 
Y. 
System (A) is homogeneous algebraic Siegel normal because of Lemma 5.3, 
Lemma 5.4 and Theorem 3.8. Let 
Bi,j = 
Then the system 
(A) : y’ = 
AA I.Pl.EI “. 0 . . . 0 &,I 
i -: AA,,,,,;<, ... 0 Bi,j 
(j . . . (j 
0 . 0 I Y 
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is homogeneous algebraic Shidlovskii irreducible because of Theorem 4.9. 
The 2mn + I-tuple (KA,,~,;E,, , KA,,~~;~,, . . . ,K,J~,~~;~~, 1)‘is a solution of the 
system (A) consisting of nonzero E-functions. Hence the numbers 
KA ,,p,;<,(l), ... ,Kx,,~,;~,(l),...,K~n,~L,;~,(l), 1 
are homogeneous algebraic independent with an effective measure of homo- 
geneous algebraic independence and so the numbers 
Kx,,pl (<I)>. . . >Kx,,ti,(hi)>. . >K~mpn(Im) 
are algebraic independent with an effective measure of algebraic indepencence. 
0 
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